MESSUMBA/MILANJEE PROJECTS

The Niassa Diocese has been the vehicle through which the community of Anglican Church has received hope and dignity of their existence. We give glory and honor unto the Lord Jesus Christy for He has an able us to achieve the objectives of the project.

The Diocese of Niassa covers the Northern part Mozambique, including the provinces of Niassa, Cabodelgado, Nampula, Zambezia and Tete. The northern part is said to be the less developed provinces; results of centuries of colonial neglect, overhasty of Marxist economic theories and a brutal civil war from 1977 to 1992 exacerbated the situation. At hand fight the HIV/AIDS epidemic.

We appreciate for such great work you are doing, we would like to say; thank to all who are supporting us in this work; in prayers, financially and morally. Thank the board and staff of ALMA for the good work be encourage.

This can be witnessed by looking at some social community infrastructures such as school, health centres, churches and homes to accommodate cleriges, which have been built within a short period of ALMA Link.

CLINIC CONSTRUCTION

This report therefore serves to communicate the progress made during the last twelve months of Messumba health centre construction, Messumba Cathedral Renovation Milanje Primary school construction.

In the past twelve months ALMA-Diocese of Niassa has served the communities of Messumba with a Health centre which comprises of Out patient wards and a martenity wing. The health centre is allocate d in the Archdeaconry of Lago. Construction is completed as per funds which was available. In this project we didn’t meet two needs which are; staff housing and electricity connection. We invite you to join us in prayers and action to meet this needs. As per photo; its shows the out patient wards finished and ready to be inaugurated. The official openning will be in Oc- tober. More photoes of the health centre can be viewed on the following page. Once again thanks for bring hope to our commu-nity.

CATHEDRAL RENOVATION

The Cathedral is located in the Archdeaconry of Lago. The Lago Archdeaconry has many parishes with few congregations and is where the church had many members than other Archdeaconries. There is a good reason for this, that is where the early Anglican missionary settled. The renovation projects is is been carried out as per photo. We are hoping the constructor to hand over the work to the Diocese by September. As the work unfold the more its become costly. Much has been done, new pillars has put in place and minor modification has been done to wing chapels. We still need your support in this work. As you may see we heven’t fund to renovate the roof and do the inside plastering and painting. More photoes on next page.

Once again a huge salute to you all
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PRIMARY SCHOOL CONSTRUCTION

The school is located in the Archdeaconry of Zambezia. The construction work is accomplished and the school building has been handed over to the Diocese via Archdeacon of Zambezi. Currently I haven’t visited the project. I will file the photos when I do so.

As a Diocesan family, we would like to SALUTE you, for what you mean to us. You are a huge part of what the Lord is doing through us. We do appreciate your friendship and support in prayers and financially. May the almighty Bless you.
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